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Travel nursing in the UK is a highly coveted career option. Read the FAQs by aspiring nurses to
make the most of your relocation.

According to the study conducted by the National Nursing Research Unit (NNRU) at Kingâ€™s College
London in January 2012, about 2,000 to 2,500 foreign nurses migrate to the UK every year. Nursing
in the UK is challenging yet rewarding as the candidates receive opportunities to explore different
industries and a variety of jobs. Registered nurse at a fresherâ€™s level may expect a salary package of
Å•17,000 and easily increase it up to Å•30,000 with specialization and experience. However, before
joining for travel nursing in the UK, immigrants may have a few doubts that need to be cleared. Let
us discuss the common doubts of an aspiring nurse who wish to work in the UK.

Frequently Asked Questions before Opting for Travel Nursing in the UK

Travel nursing in the UK is easier when you have answers to the following commonly asked
questions by registered nurses:

â€¢	How to register to practice travel nursing in the UK?

The healthcare system in the UK is governed by the Nursing and Midwifery Council. Any registered
nurse from a country other than the UK must register with the above mentioned licensing board to
work here.

â€¢	How long is the wait before I get registered?

There can be several variables determining the waiting period before you get registered. However,
you should assume at least a time period of six months after applying for registration and getting
your first travel nursing assignment. The registration process involves three major steps which are
planned around the English language test, application and acclimation. Other than that, the time in
which the registration papers reaches you from the licensing board also affects the waiting time.

â€¢	Are there any fees involved?

Yes, the Board of Nursing in the UK charges an affordable licensing fee which is unavoidable.

â€¢	Will family members and pets be allowed?

Yes, in fact, spouses will even easily get a work permit in the UK if they wish to. You can receive a
pet passport also depending upon the type of pet you own. However, travel nursing jobs are to be
performed without pets.

â€¢	How much should I be expecting to earn?

Travel nursing in the UK is paid better than the staff nurse. Other than that, most recruiters offer
housing facilities and traveling fair. Benefit packages are usually applicable in all types of healthcare
systems depending upon the performance and complexity of the assignment.

Travel nurses are highly valued in the UK. They are exposed to lucrative career options in industries
including National Health Services (NHS) hospitals, London clinics, private hospitals, occupational
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health units and learning disability homes. Finding jobs through well-known job search website gives
you the best career development opportunities.
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AngeloEverton - About Author:
If you wish to get introduced to a wide variety of a travel nursing job opportunities pertaining to a
nursing in the UK, you can visit nursinguk.com.au. The website is centered around employment,
education and other informative services for nurses and allied health professionals across New
Zealand and Australia. Subscribing to the website will keep you updated about the latest news and
events in the healthcare system.
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